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Abstract

Although semantic data models provide expressive concep-
tual modeling mechanisms, they do not support context, i.e.
providing controlled partial information on conceptual enti-
ties by viewing them from different viewpoints or in different
situations. In this paper, we present a model for representing
contexts in information bases along with a set of operations
for manipulating contexts. These operations support cre-
ating, updating, combining, and comparing contexts. Our
model contributes to the efficient handling of information,
especially in distributed, cooperative environments, as it
enables (i) representing (possibly overlapping) partitions
of an information base; (ii) partial representations of ob-
jects, (iii) flexible naming (e.g. relative names, synonyms
and homonyms), (iv) focusing attention, and (v) combining
and comparing different partial representations. This work
advances towards the development of a formal framework
intended to clarify several theoretical and practical issues
related to the notion of context. The use of context in a
cooperative environment is illustrated through a detailed
example.

1. Introduction

The notion of context is a fundamental concern in cogni-
tive psychology, linguistics, and computer science. Context
has been considered in quite a few formalizations in sev-
eral areas of computer science (see [10]), such as artificial
intelligence [5, 8], software engineering [1, 14, 7], (multi-
ple) databases [6, 13], machine learning [9], and knowledge
representation [11, 18]. However, these formalizations are
very diverse and serve different purposes.

In the area of knowledge representation, Mylopoulos and
Motschnig-Pitrik [11] proposed a general mechanism for
partitioning information bases using the concept of context.
They introduced a generic framework for contexts and dis-
cussed naming conventions, operations on contexts, autho-

rization, and transaction execution. However, they impose
a strict constraint on naming, namely objects (called infor-
mation units) are assigned unique names w.r.t. a context.
Because of this constraint, several naming conflicts appear
in operations among contexts, which the authors resolve in
non-intuitive ways. In addition, basic operations among
contexts, such as union (called addition) and intersection
(called product), not only do not enjoy useful properties
such as commutativity, associativity, and distributivity, but
also give unexpected results. In [11], the major problem
of the context union and context intersection operations is
that it is possible for an object in the output context to have
no name, even though it originally had one or more names.
This can happen if an object of one input context has a name
in common with an object of the other input context. For
example, consider two contexts c and c� which correspond to
two companies, the contents of c and c� being the employees
of these two companies, respectively. Assume now that an
employee in the first company has the same name with an-
other employee in the second company. Then, the union of
the contexts c and c� contains these two employees, but one
of them will have no name. Such counter-intuitive results
might seriously hinder the applicability of this otherwise
appealing framework.

In [18], Theodorakis and Constantopoulos proposed a
naming mechanism based on the concept of context, in or-
der to resolve several naming problems that arise in informa-
tion bases, i.e. object names being ambiguous, excessively
long, or unable to follow the changes of the environment of
the object. However, this approach imposes a hierarchical
structure on contexts, i.e. a context may be contained in
only one other context, which is rather restrictive.

In this paper, we try to combine these two approaches and
alleviate their shortcomings by introducing a more general
and more complete framework for context.

In particular, like in [11], a context is treated as a special
object which is associated to a set of objects and a lexicon
i.e. a binding of names to these objects. However, in our
model, an object is allowed to have more than one names,



even in the same context. This offers more flexibility and
expressiveness and can handle the naming of real world
entities in a more "natural" way, as it is possible for two
objects to have the same name, even in the same frame of
reference. This common name assignment may occur either
accidentally, or by virtue of a common characteristic of the
two objects (expressed through the common name). In our
model, naming conflicts that may appear during operations
on contexts are resolved through a sophisticated,yet intuitive
naming mechanism. Specifically, the following situations
can be handled: synonyms(different names that have been
assigned to the same object w.r.t. the same or different
contexts); homonyms(different objects that have the same
name w.r.t. the same or different contexts); and anonymous
objects(objects with no name w.r.t. a context). An object is
externally identified using referencesw.r.t. a context. These
references are either the object names w.r.t. that context,
or composite names that are formed by taking into account
the nesting of contexts. We distinguish an important class
of contexts, called well-defined. Every object contained in
a well-defined context has a unique reference w.r.t. that
context.

Our model offers a set of operations for manipulating con-
texts. These operations provide support for creating, updat-
ing, combining, and comparing contexts. The most involved
of the operations are those for combining and comparing
contexts, namely context union, context intersection, and
context difference. We prove that the class of well-defined
contexts enjoys a closure property: the union, intersection,
or difference of two well-defined contexts yields a well-
defined context. Name ambiguities are resolved by adding
to the resulting context views of the objects as seen from the
input contexts. Besides being used name disambiguation,
these views carry useful information, as we demonstrate in
the example of Section 4. Finally, it should be mentioned
that our context union and context intersection operations
are commutative, associative, and distributive, with the ben-
efits that these properties usually carry.

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the
context construct for information bases is introduced. In
section 3, the basic operations of our model are presented.
Section 4 discusses in detail an example of using context
in a cooperative environment. In section 5, related work is
reviewed and compared to ours, while section 6 concludes
the paper.

2. The notion of context

A contextis a higher order conceptual entity that de-
scribes a group of conceptual entities from a particular stand-
point [10]. The conceptual entities described can be contexts
themselves, thus allowing for nesting of contexts. Concep-
tual entities are named with respect to a context as part of

their description.
An information base can be seen as containing objects

that represent atomic or collective real world entities, at-
tributes, (binary) relationships, or primitive values.

Contextsare a special kind of objects that represent real
world divisions or environments. We shall call all objects
which are not contexts, simple objects. Contexts allow us
to focus on the objects of interest, as well as to name each
of these objects using one or more convenient names. In-
formally, a context is an identifiable set of objects, each
object being associated to a set of names. In order to define
contexts more formally we need the concept of lexicon.

Definition 2.1 Lexicon. Let O be a set of objects and N
the set of all atomic names. A lexiconis a partial function
of the form:

l : O �� P�N �

that associates each object in O to a set of names. The
objects in O are called objects ofthe lexicon l, and the set
O is denoted by objs�l�. We denote by L the set of all
lexicons. �

Note that an object of a lexicon may be associated to an
empty set of names.

We shall often think of a lexicon l as a set of pairs of the
form o : l�o�. In other words, if objs�l� � fo1� � � � � okg then
we shall write l � fo1 : l�o1�; � � � ; ok : l�ok�g.

The following is an example of lexicon l:

l �

��
�

o1 : Panos
o2 : head
o3 : Manos
o4 : Nikos�Nick

Each context c is associated to a lexicon, which we shall
call the lexicon of c, and denote it by lex�c�. The context c
can be used to focus on the objects of the lexicon, as well as
to relatively name these objects.

Definition 2.2 Context lexicon. A context lexiconis a
total function of the form:

lex : Cxt �� L

which associates a context with a lexicon. We denote by
Cxt the set of all contexts. �

Let c be a context, and let lex�c��fo1 :N1; � � � ; ok :Nkg.
We shall use the following notation and terminology:

� The objects o1� � � � � ok are called the objectsof c and
their set is denoted by objs�c�, i.e. the objects of c
are the objects of its lexicon.

� We shall say that c containso1� � � � � ok.
� The names in Ni are called the names of oi w.r.t.
c, or the c-namesof oi. The set Ni is denoted by
names�oi� c�.

As an example, consider a context c1 which represents an
institute (see Figure 1). Context c1 contains four objects
in its lexicon, o1, o5, c2, and c3. Object o1 is a simple



object whose c1-name is Dr Constantopoulos, and repre-
sents a specific person. Object o5 represents the notion of
professor (and not a particular person who happens to be a
professor). Objects c2 and c3 are themselves contexts whose
c1-names are InfSys and DSS, respectively. Context c2

represents the environment of the Information Systems lab
and describes the objects of that lab. Context c3 represents
the environment of the Decision Support Systems lab and
describes the objects of that lab. The objects contained in
contexts c2 and c3 are as shown in Figure 1. Note that
object o1 has only one c2-name (that is Panos), whereas
object o4 has two c2-names (these are Nikos and Nick).
Also note that the same object can be contained in more
than one contexts under the same or different names. For
instance, object o1 is contained in both contexts c2 and c3.
The c2-name of object o1 is Panos, whereas its c3-name is
Constantopoulos. Note also that two different objects, o1

and o6, have the same name w.r.t. two different contexts (c2

and c3).

lex�c1� �

��
�

o1 : Dr Constantopoulos
o5 : professor
c2 : InfSys
c3 : DSS

lex�c2� �

��
�

o1 : Panos
o2 : head
o3 : Manos
o4 : Nikos�Nick

lex�c3� �

�
o6 : Panos
o2 : head
o1 : Constantopoulos

Figure 1. Example of context lexicons.

As we saw in the previous example, a context may contain
other contexts among its objects. We shall say that context
c recursively containso if either c contains o, or there is
a context contained in c that recursively contains o. This
is denoted by o �� c. For instance, in Figure 1, context
c1 recursively contains object o2, as c1 contains c2 and c2

contains o2, i.e. o2 �� c1. We shall call nested subcontext
of a context c, any context that is recursively contained in c.

We can refer to every object of a context c either directly,
using its c-names, or indirectly, using a sequence of dot
separated names, in the case that the object is contained in
a nested subcontext of c.

Definition 2.3 References of an object w.r.t. a con-
text. Let c be a context and let o be an object re-
cursively contained in c. The set of all referencesof
o w.r.t. c, denoted by refs�o� c�, is defined as follows:

refs�o� c� � dirRefs�o� c� � indirRefs�o� c�
dirRefs�o� c� � fn j n � names�o� c�g

indirRefs�o� c� � fr�n j �c� �� c �
n � names�o� c�� � r � refs�c�� c�g

The set of all references is denoted byR. �

For example (see Figure 1), we can refer to ob-
ject o1 of context c1 either directly, using the reference
Dr Constantopoulos, or indirectly, using the references
InfSys�Panos, or DSS�Constantopoulos.

Note that a reference r w.r.t. a context c may be am-
biguous, in the sense that it refers to more than one objects.
That is, a reference r is ambiguous if there are two objects
o, o� such that r � refs�o� c� � refs�o�� c�. It is possible
for all references to an object w.r.t. a context to be ambigu-
ous. However, in practice, at least one unique reference to
an object is required to be used for external identification.
Therefore, we distinguish an important class of contexts
defined as follows:

Definition 2.4 Well-defined context. A context c is called
well-definedif it satisfies the following conditions:

1. Unique reference. For every object recursively con-
tained in c, there is a unique reference w.r.t. c, i.e. for
all objects o� o� of c:
o �� o� � �r � refs�o� c� � r� � refs�o�� c� : r �� r��

2. Acyclicity.
� It holds: c ��� c, and
� For every nested subcontext c� of c, it holds:
c� ��� c�. �

In the example of Figure 1, contexts c1, c2, and c3 are
well-defined.

Acyclicity is an important property of a context c, as it
ensures that the set of references refs�o� c� of any object o
recursively contained in c, can be computed in finite time.

Proposition 2.1 Let o be an object recursively contained in
a well-defined context c. Then, the following hold:

1. Every reference of o w.r.t. c has finite length, and
2. The set refs�o� c� is finite. �

Proof: See [17].

We can assume a special context that recursively contains
all objects of interest in a given application. We refer to
this context as the Information Base(IB). As we have
mentioned, a user can refer to an object using references.
A reference to an object can be either absolute, i.e. w.r.t.
context IB, or relative. As a convention, if the reference
is prefixed by @ then it is a absolute reference, otherwise
it is a relative reference. Relative references are resolved
with respect to a context specified by the user, which we call
the Current Context(CC). The user sets the CC through the
Set Current Context operation, described in the following
section.

In order to guarantee that every object has a unique ab-
solute reference, we assume that the IB is a well-defined
context. Therefore, we introduce the following axiom:

Axiom 2.1 Well-defined Information Base. The context
IB is a well-defined context. �



Support for relative naming of objects is an important
feature of our model. The following situations can be han-
dled:

� Synonyms: Two different references w.r.t the same or
different contexts are called synonymous, if they refer
to the same object. We view synonyms as alternative
ways to externally identify the same object.

� Homonyms: Two different objects are called homony-
mousif they have a common reference w.r.t. the same
or different contexts. If these two objects are recur-
sively contained in a well-defined context c, then there
exists a unique reference to each of these objects w.r.t.
c. This is how we can handle homonyms. Note that
there always exists such a context, because IB recur-
sively contains every object and is assumed to be a
well-defined context.

� Anonyms: An object o is called anonymousw.r.t. a
context c, if o is associated with no name in c, i.e.
names�o� c� � �. Intuitively, this is possible when
an object is contained in a context, but we are not
interested in naming it w.r.t. that context. However,
there is no problem with the external identification
of o, if there is a well-defined context c� such that
refs�o� c�� �� �, and IB is such a context.

3. Basic operations

In this section, we describe the basic operations of our
model, and illustrate them through examples. Our model
also includes auxiliary operations that are not presented in
this paper due to space limitations. Formal definitions and
detailed algorithms of both basic and auxiliary operations
are presented in [17].

Our basic operations allow the user to do the follow-
ing: create a new context, set the CC, insert/delete objects
and object names into/from a context, and copy contexts.
Additionally, they allow comparing and combining given
lexicons and contexts.

In the following, assume an Information Base containing
the context c1 of Figure 1 under the name Forth.

� Create context: createCxt(l)
This operation takes a lexicon l as input, and returns a new context
(call it c) such that lex�c� � l. �

Example: The operation createCxt�fo1 : Panos; c1 :
instituteg� results in the creation of a new context (call

it c10) with lexicon: lex�c10� �

n
o1 : Panos
c1 : institute

� Set current context: SCC(r)
This operation takes as input a reference r to a context (call it c),
and sets the CC to be the context c. �

Example: The operation SCC�@�F orth� sets the CC to
c1, and the operation SCC�@� sets the CC to IB.

� Lookup: lookup(r)
This operation takes a reference r as input and returns the set of
objects o such that r � refs�o� c�, where c is either the context
IB if r is absolute, or the CC, otherwise. �

� Insert an object into a context: insert(o�N� r)
This operation takes as input an object o, a set of names N , and
a reference r to a context (call this context c). Then, it either
inserts o :N into the lexicon of c if object o is not contained in c,
or adds the names contained in N to the c-names of o. �

� Delete an object from a context: deleteObj(o� r)
This operation takes as input an object o and a reference r to
a context, and deletes the pair o : N from the lexicon of that
context. �

� Delete an object name from a context:
deleteName(o� n� r)
This operation takes as input an object o, a name n, and a refer-
ence r to a context (call this context c), and deletes the name n
from the c-names of o. �

� Copy context: copyCxt(r)
This operation takes as input a reference r to a context (call this
context c) and returns a new context (call it c�) such that lex�c�� �
lex�c�. In other words: copyCxt�r� � createCxt�lex�c��. �

Example: The operation copyCxt�Forth�1 returns a new
context (call it c11) with lexicon:

lex�c11� �

��
�

o1 : Dr Constantopoulos
o5 : professor
c2 : InfSys
c3 : DSS

� Deep copy context: deepCopyCxt(r)
This operation takes as input a reference r to a context (call this
context c), and returns a new context (call it c�). Context c�

contains the simple objects of c , and deep copies of the contexts
contained in c2. �

Example: The operation deepCopyCxt�Forth� returns a
new context (call it c�

1) which contains copies of contexts
c2 and c3 (call them c�

2 and c�

3). Contexts c�

1, c�

2, and c�

3
have the following lexicons:

lex�c�1� �

��
�

o1 : Dr Constantopoulos
o5 : professor
c�2 : InfSys
c�3 : DSS

lex�c�2� �

��
�

o1 : Panos
o2 : head
o3 : Manos
o4 : Nikos�Nick

lex�c�3� �

�
o6 : Panos
o2 : head
o1 : Constantopoulos

The Union operation combine two lexicons, one lexicon

1Note that Forth is a reference of c1 w.r.t. the current context IB.
2In case that a context c�� is contained in two or more contexts that are

recursively contained in c, then c�� is copied only once (i.e. c� does not
recursively contain multiple copies of the same context).



and a context, or two contexts.

� Union: r1 	 r2
This operation takes as input two parameters r1 and r2 and returns
a lexicon as a result. We distinguish three cases:

1. If r1 and r2 are both lexicons, then the operation returns a
lexicon l such that (let O1�objs�r1� and O2�objs�r2�):
(a) objs�l� � O1 �O2.
(b) For each object o � objs�l� :

l�o� �

�
r1�o� � r2�o�� if o � O1 � O2

r1�o�� if o � O1 and o �� O2

r2�o�� if o � O2 and o �� O1

2. If r1 is a lexicon and r2 is a reference to a context (call
this context c2), then the operation returns a lexicon l such
that: l � r1 	 �lex�c2� 	 fc2 :r2g�.
In other words, to the lexicon of c2, we add the context
c2, and use the name r2 as one of its names (we assume
a function that converts references to names by replacing
dots by underscores).

3. If r1 and r2 are both references to contexts (call these
contexts c1 and c2), then the operation returns a lexicon l
such that:
l � �lex�c1� 	 fc1 :r1g� 	 �lex�c2� 	 fc2 :r2g�. �

Note that, in Case 1, if an object belongs to both lexicons
then we can refer to it in the output lexicon, using any of
its names in the two input lexicons. In Case 2 (where the
second parameter is a context), context c2 is added to the
output lexicon under the name r2. Intuitively, this adds
a view over the objects of the combined lexicons as seen
from c2. We name this view r2 to record the fact that this
view has been referred to by the user as r2

3. Similarly, in
Case 3 (where both inputs are contexts), contexts c1 and
c2 are added to the output lexicon under the names r1 and
r2, respectively.

Example: Assume that CC has been set to c1. Then, the
operations lex�InfSys� 	 lex�DSS� and InfSys 	 DSS

return the lexicons l1 and l2, respectively, such that:

l1 �

�������
������

o1 : Panos�
Constantopoulos

o2 : head
o3 : Manos
o4 : Nikos�Nick
o6 : Panos

l2 �

��������
�������

o1 : Panos�
Constantopoulos

o2 : head
o3 : Manos
o4 : Nikos�Nick
o6 : Panos
c2 : InfSys
c3 : DSS

Note that object o1 has two names: one originating from
c2 and the other from c3. Note also that InfSys and
DSS are references (w.r.t. the CC) of contexts c2 and c3,
respectively. Intuitively, the union of InfSys and DSS

contains the objects of l1, as well as two views (that is
contexts c2 and c3) over these objects, as seen from the
Information System and DSS lab, respectively.

The Intersection operation computes the commonalities
between two lexicons, one lexicon and a context, or two
contexts.

3Obviously, the user can change this name using the operations:
deleteNameand insert.

� Intersection: r1 �� r2

This operation takes as input two parameters r1 and r2, and
returns a lexicon as a result. Let I � objs�r1� � objs�r2�. We
distinguish three cases:

1. If r1 and r2 are both lexicons, then the operation returns a
lexicon l defined as follows:
(a) If o�I then o�objs�l� and l�o��r1�o� � r2�o�.
(b) If o �� I and o is a context recursively containing an

object of I then:
i. Make a deepcopy of o (call it c),

ii. Remove from c and from every context recur-
sively contained in c, any simple object that is
not in I .

iii. Add c to objs�l� and define:

l�c� �

�
r1�o�� if o � objs�r1�
r2�o�� if o � objs�r2�

(c) No other object is in objs�l�.
2. If r1 is a lexicon and r2 is a reference to a context (call

this context c2), then the operation returns a lexicon l such
that: l � �r1 �� lex�c2�� 	 fc�

2 : r2g.

Here, c�2 is a deepcopy of c2 such that every simple object
that is not in I has been removed from c�2 and from every
nested subcontext of c�2.

3. If r1 and r2 are both references to contexts (call these
contexts c1 and c2), then the operation returns a lexicon l
such that:
l � �lex�r1� �� lex�c2�� 	 �fc�

1 : r1g 	 fc�

2 : r2g�.

Here, c�1 is a deepcopy of c1 such that every simple object
that is not in I has been removed from c�1 and from every
nested subcontext of c�1. Similarly for c�2. �

Note that, if an object belongs to both lexicons, then we
can refer to it in the output lexicon using any of its names
in the two input lexicons. In Case 2 (where the second
parameter is a context), we add to the output lexicon a new
context c�

2 with name r2. Intuitively, this adds a view over
the objects of the output lexicon as seen from c2. Context
c�

2 results from c2 after removing from it and its nested
subcontexts all simple objects that are not contained in the
output lexicon. The same holds in Case 3.

Example: The operation lex�InfSys� �� lex�DSS�, re-

turns the lexicon: l3 �

�
o1 : Panos�

Constantopoulos
o2 : head

On the other hand, the operation InfSys �� DSS, returns
the following lexicon:

l4 �

��
�

o1 : Panos�Constantopoulos
o2 : head
c��2 : InfSys
c��3 : DSS

lex�c��2 � �

n
o1 : Panos
o2 : head

lex�c��3 � �

n
o2 : head
o1 : Constantopoulos

Note that like in the Union operation, object o1 has two
names. Note also that I � fo1� o2g. Contexts c��

2 and c��

3
are copies of contexts c2 and c3 after removing all simple



objects not in I .

Finally, the Difference operation computes the differ-
ences between two lexicons, one lexicon and a context, or
two contexts.
� Difference: r1 
 r2

This operation takes as input two parameters r1 and r2, and
returns a lexicon as a result. Let D � objs�r1�
 objs�r2� and
I � objs�r1� � objs�r2�. We distinguish three cases:

1. If r1 and r2 are both lexicons, then the operation returns a
lexicon l such that:
(a) If o � D then o � objs�l� and l�o� � r1�o�.
(b) If o � I and o is a context recursively containing an

object of D then:
i. Make a deepcopy of o (call it c),

ii. Remove from c and from every context recur-
sively contained in c, any simple object that is
not in D.

iii. Add c to objs�l� and define: l�c� � r1�o�.
(c) No other object is in objs�l�.

2. If r1 is a lexicon and r2 is a reference to a context (call
this context c2), then the operation returns a lexicon l such
that: l � r1 � lex�c2�.

3. If r1 is a reference to a context (call this context c1) and
r2 is a lexicon, then the operation returns a lexicon l such
that: l � lex�c1� � r2.

4. If r1 and r2 are both references to contexts (call these
contexts c1 and c2), then the operation returns a lexicon l
such that: l � lex�c1� � lex�c2�� �

Example: The operation InfSys � DSS, returns the lex-

icon: l5 �

n
o3 : Manos
o4 : Nikos�Nick

3.1. Properties of the operations

It turns out that the operations of Union and Intersection
have the properties of commutativity, associativity, and dis-
tributivity lexicons and contexts, just like ordinary set union
and intersection. These properties are important as they of-
fer flexibility in the execution of operations. Specifically,
commutativity allows us to ignore the order between two
operands. Associativity allows us to omit an indication of
precedence, in expressions with more than one instance of
the operator. Finally, distributivity allows to factor out or to
distribute on operand, so as to optimize further processing.

Proposition 3.1 Let A, B, and C be contexts or lexicons.
The following properties hold:

1. Commutativity:
(1) A 	 B � B 	 A

(2) A �� B � B �� A

2. Associativity:
(3) �A 	 B� 	 C � A 	 �B 	 C�
(4) �A �� B� �� C � A �� �B �� C�

3. Distributivity:
(5) �A �� B� 	 C � �A 	 C� �� �B 	 C�

(6) �A 	 B� �� C � �A �� C� 	 �B �� C� �

Proof: See [17].

The following theorem expresses a basic property of the
Union, Intersection, and Difference operations, namely, that
they preserve the well-definedness of contexts.

Theorem 3.1 Closure of well-definedness. Every context
whose lexicon is produced by the Union, Intersection, or
Difference operation on well defined contexts, is a well-
defined context. �

Proof: See [17].

4. Cooperation using contexts

As pointed out in [11], context can serve the basis for
addressing issues regarding to cooperative work such as
workspaces, versioning, and configuration. In this section,
we present a comprehensive example that illustrates the use
of contexts in a simple cooperation environment. A cooper-
ation environment is usually organized into named reposito-
ries, called workspaces, to allow designers to share infor-
mation concerning the work done on an object, in a secure
and orderly manner [7, 3]. In a cooperation environment,
there are three basic workspaces: public, group, and private.

The public workspace contains fully verified object ver-
sions. Workers can only read this workspace and append to
it new object versions. The group workspace contains object
versions that can be shared between two or more workers.
Object versions of the group workspace cannot be updated
but they can be deleted. The private workspace consists of a
number of user workspaces. Each user workspace is owned
by a specific user and can be accessed only by him. User
workspaces contain temporary object versions which are
expected to undergo a significant amount of update before
migrating to the group or to the public workspace.

Object versions can be moved in and out from the public
workspace through the check-in and check-out operations,
and in and out from the group workspace through the import

and export operations. A user checks out a version from
the public workspace into his private workspace, where he
can make changes. The new version is possibly exported
to the group workspace for integration testing with other
objects. To correct the errors, the version has to be imported
to the private workspace. Finally, a new verified version is
checked in the public space and is linked (with a version
history link) to the original public version from which it was
derived. At this point, the version history of the object has
been updated.

An object is in general composed of other objects that are
either atomic or composite. In our model, a version of an
atomic object can be thought of as a simple object. A con-
figurationis a version of a composite object, composed by
particular versions of its components. Therefore, a configu-
ration can be thought of as a context that contains versions



of its components. We refer to contexts that represent con-
figurations as configuration contexts. A version history of
an object can be thought of as a context that contains (a)
versions of the object, and (b) links4 from one version to
another that indicate version derivation. We call these con-
texts, history contexts.

A cooperation environment can be thought of as an Infor-
mation Base (IB), containing six contexts: ATOMIC, CON-
FIG, HISTORY, PUBLIC, PRIVATE, and GROUP (see Fig-
ure 2). The context ATOMIC contains all versions of atomic
objects. The context CONFIG contains all configuration
contexts, and the context HISTORY contains all history
contexts. The context PUBLIC contains all objects in the
public workspace, which we assume to be history contexts,
and the context PRIVATE contains all the user contexts.
A user context may contain history contexts, configuration
contexts, and atomic objects. A user context may also con-
tain results of operations on contexts. The context GROUP
essentially contains results of operations on contexts.

lex�IB� �

�����
����

PUBLIC : Public
PRIV ATE : Private

GROUP : Group
HISTORY : History
CONFIG : Config
ATOMIC : Atomic

lex�PRIV ATE� �

�
1 : Manos
2 : Anastasia
3 : Nikos

lex�PUBLIC� �

�
100 : A
200 : I
300 : M

lex�HISTORY � �

�
100 : A
200 : I
300 : M

lex�GROUP � � �

lex�CONFIG� �

n
10 : A1
11 : A2

lex�ATOMIC��

����
���

20 : I1
21 : I2
30 : M1
31 : M2
32 : M3

Figure 2. Initial lexicons of IB and the six con-
texts of the cooperation scenario.

1: Manos

30: M1
31: M2
32: M3

300: M
20: I1
30: M1

10: A1 11: A2
21: I2
32: M3 20: I1 21: I2

200: I
100: A

PUBLIC: Public

3: Nikos2: Anastasia
PRIVATE: Private

GROUP: Group

Figure 3. Initial state of the cooperation sce-
nario.

4In general, link objects represent attributes or binary relationships.

4.1. Cooperation Scenario

We consider a cooperation scenario in which three au-
thors cooperate on the revision of an article, composed of
an introduction and a main section. The initial state of our
cooperation scenario is shown in Figures 2 and 3. In Fig-
ure 3, we use the following conventions: A symbol of the
form o : n1� n2� � � � denotes object o with names n1� n2� � � �,
e.g. 100 : A denotes object 100 with a single nameA. Solid
line rectangles represent workspaces, dashed line rectangles
represent history contexts, rounded solid line boxes repre-
sent configuration contexts, and thick dots represent atomic
objects.

Specifically, the initial state of the Information Base is as
follows (see Figures 2 and 3):

� The context PUBLIC contains a history context for
the article, and a history context for each component
of the article. The history context for the article is the
context 100 with name A, the history context for the
introduction is the context 200 with name I , and the
history context for the main section is the context 300
with nameM . The namesA, I andM stand for "Arti-
cle", "Introduction" and "Main section", respectively.
Here, versions of the introduction and the main sec-
tion are simple objects, as any piece of (unstructured)
text is considered to be an atomic object. Context 100
contains two contexts (10 and 11) representing two
different versions of the article, as well as a link ob-
ject from context 10 to context 11. Similarly, contexts
200 and 300 contain versions of the introduction and
the main section, respectively, as well as link objects.

� The context PRIVATE contains three user contexts,
one for each author. The first author is assigned the
user context 1 with name Manos, the second author
is assigned the user context 2 with name Anastasia,
and the third author is assigned the user context 3 with
name Nikos.

� The context GROUP is initially empty.

We refer to a user workspace as the home workspace
of the corresponding user. We assume that each user has
his own variable current context(CC) whose initial value
is his home workspace. For each user, the value of the
variable Usernameis his login name. Also, the name of his
home workspace w.r.t. the context PRIVATE, is his login
name. Finally, the value of the variable Homeis the absolute
reference of the home workspace of the user. For example,
for user Manos, CC � 1, Username � Manos, and
Home � @�P rivate�Manos.



4.2. Cooperation commands

During revision of the article, each author has four com-
mands at his disposal, as described below. These commands
are high level operations, implemented using the basic op-
erations of the model (see [17] for details and formal defi-
nitions). An example of their use is given in the following
subsection.

� check-out(r� n)
This operation takes as input a reference r w.r.t. the public
workspace, and a name n, and does the following:

1. Copies the history context of the version referred to by r,
from the public workspace into the home workspace of the
user, under the same name.

2. Copies the version referred to by r (call this version v),
from the public workspace into the CC (call this copy v�).

3. Adds v� into the copy of the history context, under the
name n.

4. Updates the copy of the history context by adding a link
from v to v�. �

� check-in(r� h� n)
This operation takes as input a reference r w.r.t. the CC, a
reference h w.r.t. the public workspace, and a name n. Then, it
copies the version referred to by r from the CC into the history
context of the public workspace referred to by h, under the name
n. �

� export(r1� r2� n)
This operation takes as input two references r1 and r2, w.r.t. the
CC, and a name n. Then, it does the following:

1. Creates a context (call it c), whose lexicon is the union of
the lexicon of the context referenced by r1, and the context
referenced by r2 (call the last context c�).

2. Creates a link from the last edited version (that is, the one
named Current) to the context c�.

3. The context c� is assigned two names w.r.t. c: (a) The value
of Username, to indicate the author of the version, and
(b) Current, to indicate that c� is the last editing version
(the name Current is then deleted from the names of the
previous edited version).

4. Copies the context c into the group workspace, under the
name n. �

� import(r� n)
This operation takes as input a reference r, w.r.t. the group
workspace, and a name n. Then, it does the following:

1. Copies the context referenced by r from the group
workspace into the CC, under the name n.

2. Deletes the original context from the group workspace. �

4.3. An example of cooperation

In this subsection, we present and discuss the commands
issued by each author during a cooperation session. These
commands are shown in Figure 4.

1. Commands by user Manos. �� CC � 1,
Home � @�P rivate�Manos, Username � Manos ��

(a) check-out�A�A2� A3�.
(b) SCC�A3�.
(c) check-out�I�I2� I3�.

� � �.
(d) SCC�Home�.

(e) a2 � lookup�A�A2�.
(f) insert� createCxt�

fa2 :Public�Currentg��
fTMPg�Home�.

(g) export�TMP�A3� A�.

2. Commands by user Anastasia. �� CC � 2,
Home � @�P rivate�Anastasia, Username � Anastasia. ��

(a) import�A� TMP �.
(b) check-out�A�A2� A3�.
(c) SCC�A3�.
(d) check-out�I�I2� I3�.

(e) check-out�M�M3�M4�.
� � �

(f) SCC�Home�.
(g) export�TMP�A4� A�.

3. Commands by user Nikos. �� CC � 3,
Home � @�P rivate�Nikos, Username � Nikos. ��

(a) import�A� TMP �.
(b) copy�A�Current�A5�.

� � �
(c) check-in�A5� TMP�A3�.

Figure 4. User commands during a coopera-
tion session.

Commands by Manos
User Manos checks-out version A2 of the article, and

copies it as versionA3 to his home workspace (see Figure 5).

2 3check-out(A.A  ,A  )

2: Anastasia

3: Nikos10: A1 211: A 12: A3
21: I2

32: M3

12: A 3

1: Manos

101: A

30: M1
31: M2
32: M3

300: M
20: I1
30: M1

10: A1 11: A2
21: I2
32: M3 20: I1 21: I2

200: I

PRIVATE: Private

100: A
PUBLIC: Public

Figure 5. Manos’ interaction with the public
and private workspaces.

This is done through the command check-out�A�A2� A3�.
As the user wants to revise version A3, he focuses on con-
text A3. This is done through the command SCC�A3�.
To revise the introduction, he checks-out object I2 to his
home workspace (replacing the object I2 contained in con-
text A3 by a new version of the introduction, named I3,
as shown in Figure 6). This is done through the operation
check-out�I�I2� I3�. The local editing of I3 is indicated by
three dots in Figure 4.

Manos is the first to edit the article and therefore,he needs
to create the necessary initial environment to exchange infor-
mation with the other authors. Intuitively, this environment
works as a coordinating unit for comparing the versions pre-
pared by the different authors, before the final version is
checked in the public workspace. This comparison requires
knowledge about which authors have edited a particular ver-
sion, and what changes have been made to it. Specifically,
he creates a context named TMP in his home workspace



32: M3

12: A 3
22: I3

10: A1 211: A 12: A3

101: A

3: Nikos

2: Anastasia

20: I1 21: I2 22: I3

201: I

30: M1
31: M2
32: M3

300: M
20: I1
30: M1

10: A1 11: A2
21: I2
32: M3 20: I1 21: I2

200: I
100: A

PUBLIC: Public

32check-out(I.I  , I  )PRIVATE: Private
1: Manos

Figure 6. Manos’ interaction with the public
and private workspaces.

3

3: Nikos

2: Anastasia

20: I 21: I21 322: I
201: I

10: A1 11: A 12: A2

101: A

32: M3

12: A 3
22: I3

21: I2

3

32: M3

499: TMP
11: Public, Current

export(TMP , A  , A)

21: I2
32: M3

22: I3
32: M3

22: I3
32: M3

11: Public 12: Manos, Current
500: A

1: Manos
PRIVATE: Private

GROUP: Group

Figure 7. Manos’ export to the group
workspace.

(see Figure 7). This context contains the original version of
articleA2 with names: (a) Public, to indicate that this is the
original version, contained in the public workspace, and (b)
Current, to indicate that it is the latest edited version. This
is done through the operation 1(f) of Figure 4. Then, the user
exports the necessary information into the group workspace
for further revision. Specifically, he creates a context named
Aw.r.t. the group workspace, that contains the original con-
text A2, the revised context A3, and a link from A2 to A3

that denotes the direction of the revision (see Figure 7). The
object A3 contained in A is assigned two names w.r.t. A:
(a) Manos, to indicate the author of the version, and (b)
Current, to indicate that it is the latest edited version. This
is done through the command, export�TMP�A3� A�.

Commands by Anastasia
Subsequently, user Anastasia imports context A into her

home workspace, under the name TMP (see Figure 8).
She also checks-out version A2 of the article, and copies it
as version A3 in her home workspace5 (see Figure 8). As
she wants to revise version A3, she focuses on context A3.
She then checks-out I2 and M3, and copies them as I3 and
M4 in her home workspace (see Figure 9). Anastasia can
now start editing I3 and M3 taking into account the mod-
ifications that Manos has done on A3. This information
can be obtained by performing context difference and con-

5Note that she uses the same name A3 as Manos did, for naming a
different version of the article. However, there is no ambiguity as the two
A3’s are contained in different contexts.

text intersection between TMP�Manos and TMP�Public.
Commands corresponding to local processing, such as con-
text comparisons or editing, are indicated by three dots in
Figure 4.

32

11: A1 2 13: A3

21: I2

10: A

32: M
22: I3
32: M3

12: Manos, Current

3 332: M
3

11: Public
32: M3

21: I2

13: A3

1: Manos
Unchanged

3: Nikos

check-out(A.A  ,A  )

22: I

import(A , TMP)GROUP: Group

30: M1
31: M2
32: M3

300: M
20: I1
30: M1

10: A1 11: A2
21: I2
32: M3 20: I1 21: I2

200: I
100: A

PUBLIC: Public

PRIVATE:Private
2: Anastasia

501: TMP

102: A

Figure 8. Anastasia’s interaction with the pub-
lic and private workspaces.
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1 11: A2 13: A3

20: I1 21: I2 23: I3

30: M1
31: M2
32: M3 33: M4

21: I2
32: M3

22: I322: I3
32: M3 32: M3

13: A3

23: I3
33: M4

check-out(I.I  ,I  )2 3

10: A

check-out(M.M  ,M  )

1: Manos
Unchanged

3: Nikos

30: M1
31: M2
32: M3

300: M
20: I1
30: M1

10: A1 11: A2
21: I2
32: M3 20: I1 21: I2

200: I
100: A

PUBLIC: Public

2: Anastasia
PRIVATE:Private

102: A

201: I

301: M

501: TMP 11: Public 12: Manos, Current

Figure 9. Anastasia’s interaction with the pub-
lic and private workspaces.

Once editing is finished, she exportsA3 and the informa-
tion contained in TMP to the group workspace for further
revision (see Figure 10). Specifically, she creates a context,
named A that contains the lexicon of TMP , the revised
context A3 and a link from Manos to A3 that shows the
direction of the revision. Object A3 contained in A, is as-
signed two names w.r.t. A: (a) Anastasia, to indicate the
author of the version, and (b) Current to indicate the latest
edited version. Further, the name Current is deleted from
the names of Manos. Note that context 502 contains two
objects with the same name (these are 22 and 23). However,
these objects can be referenced uniquely through contexts
12 and 13, respectively.
Commands by Nikos

Finally, user Nikos imports context A to his home
workspace under the name TMP . He then copies the cur-
rent version of the article (i.e. the version named Current
w.r.t. TMP ) into A5. After editing the copy, he checks
it in the history context referred to by A w.r.t. the public



1: Manos
Unchanged

3: Nikos
Unchanged Unchanged Unchanged

13: A3

23: I3
33: M421: I2

32: M3
22: I3
32: M3

22: I3

32: M3

11: Public 12: Manos, Current

501: TMP

301: M 201: I 102: A
2: Anastasia

21: I2
32: M3

22: I3
32: M3

12: Manos

33: M4

23: I3

13: Anastasia, Current

33: M4

23: I322: I3
32: M3

11: Public502: A
3GROUP: Group

PRIVATE:Private

export(TMP, A   ,A )

Figure 10. Anastasia’s export to the group
workspace.

workspace, under the name A3 (see Figure 11).
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302: M
Unchanged

202: I
Unchanged

102: A

33: M4

514: A
Unchanged 23: I

1: Manos
Unchanged

21: I2
32: M3 33: M4

3

23: I
13: Anastasia, Current

22: I3
32: M3

12: Manos

33: M4

23: I322: I3
32: M3

11: Public
502: A

check-in(A  , A, A  )

3

20: I1
30: M1

10: A1
21: I2
32: M3

11: A2 14: A3
23: I3
33: M4

100: A

20: I1 21: I2 23: I3

200: I

30: M1
31: M2
32: M3 33: M4

300: M
PUBLIC: Public

Unchanged

3: Nikos

2: Anastasia

PRIVATE:Private

Figure 11. Nikos’ check-in to the public
workspace.

We would like to stress that the purpose of the exam-
ple presented here, is to illustrate the use of context in a
simple cooperation environment. The commands check-in,
check-out, import and export, are examples of simple com-
munication commands that can be implemented using the
basic operations of our model.

In a more complex environment, however, the users most
likely will need information on various aspects of the cooper-
ation. For example, in a software engineering project, where
several groups are developing software in parallel, a coor-
dinating unit may need to compare modules coming from
various groups, before merging them into a single module.
Such information can be obtained through more sophisti-
cated higher level commands that can also be implemented
using the basic operations of the model.

5. Related work

As mentioned in the introduction, the notion of context
has appeared in several areas, and has been treated in various
ways depending on the purposes of the particular applica-
tion. However, the semantics given to the notion of context
in these areas are not always the same and the various seman-
tics are not always comparable. In this section, we compare

our approach with other approaches that treat the notion of
context in a comparable way.

As already mentioned, our model has been inspired by
the work of Mylopoulos and Motschnig-Pitrik [11, 12], and
incorporates previous work by Theodorakis and Constan-
topoulos [18]. In the introduction, we provide a comparison
of our model with these two approaches.

HAM [2] is a general purpose abstract machine that sup-
ports contexts. In HAM, a graph usually contains all the
information regarding a general topic and contexts are used
to partition the data within a graph. Therefore, a context
may contain nodes, links, or other contexts. Contexts are
organized hierarchically, i.e. a context is contained in only
one other context. By contrast, in our model, a context
may be contained in more than one contexts. Contexts
in HAM have been used to support configurations, private
workspaces, and version history trees [4]. HAM provides
a set of context editing, context inquiry, and context at-
tribute operations. From these, we will discuss only the
context editing operations, as inquiries on contexts and at-
tributes of contexts are not considered in our paper. All the
context editing operations of HAM, namely createContext,
destroyContext, compactContext, and mergeContext, can be
simulated in our model using its operations. On the other
hand, HAM does not support name relativism.

In [16], the notion of context is used to support collabo-
rative work in hypermedia design. A context node contains
links, terminal nodes, and other context nodes. Further-
more, context nodes are specialized into annotations, public
bases, hyperbases, private bases, and user contexts. Using
this notion of context, the authors define operations check-in
and check-outfor hypermedia objects. However, there is no
support for name relativism, and no generic operations on
contexts are provided.

The notion of context has also appeared in the area of het-
erogeneous databases [15, 13, 6]. There, the word "context"
refers to the implicit assumptions underlying the manner
in which an agent represents or interprets data. To allow
exchange between heterogeneous information systems, in-
formation specific to them can be captured in specific con-
texts. Therefore, contexts are used for interpreting data. At
present our model cannot be compared with these works,
because it does not support heterogeneous databases, as we
assume a unique Information Base (which guarantees that
real world objects are represented by unique objects in the
Information Base).

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we developed a model for representing
contexts in information bases along with a set of operations
for creating, updating, combining, and comparing contexts.
A context is treated as a special object which is associated to



a set of objects and a lexicon, i.e. a binding of names to these
objects. Contexts may overlap, in the sense that an object
may be contained in more than one context simultaneously.
Contexts may also be nested, in the sense that a context may
contain other contexts.

The main contributions of this work are: (i) It allows
an object to have zero, one, or more names, not necessar-
ily unique, w.r.t. a context. Therefore, we can handle:
synonymous, homonymous, and anonymous objects. Possi-
ble name ambiguities are resolved by assuming that objects
contained in well-defined contexts have at least oneunique
external identification. (ii) The operations context union,
intersection, and difference preserve the well-definedness
of contexts. This ensures that objects preserve the property
of having unique external identification, after applying the
above operations on contexts.
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